
Module 4
Situations 

Part 2



Let’s look at the different functions you can 
use in situations. 



Situations

But what on Earth are FUNCTIONS? 

Functions are for example: 
- suggesting things 
- complaining about something 
- giving advice.

You can find a lot more functions in the short videos I prepared for you. 



Functions

First, let’s look at the different functions. 

I’m going to read them for you and then I’m going to show them on the top of 
the page so that you can easily choose from them. 

1) offering 2) suggesting something 3) complaining 

4) refusing help 5) accepting advice 6) requesting to pay

7) appreciating help 8) explaining how to do something 



‘Yes, that's the way you use 
this button.’ 

6.
Explaining how to do 
something 

1) offering  4) suggesting something  7) complaining  

2) refusing help  5) accepting advice  8) requesting to pay 

3) appreciating help  6) explaining how to do something  



3.
Appreciating help

1) offering  4) suggesting something  7) complaining  

2) refusing help  5) accepting advice  8) requesting to pay 

3) appreciating help  6) explaining how to do something  

b) 
‘Helping me with the 
housework was very kind 
of you, thanks.’ 



1.
Offering

1) offering  4) suggesting something  7) complaining  

2) refusing help  5) accepting advice  8) requesting to pay 

3) appreciating help  6) explaining how to do something  

c) 
‘Would you like something 
to drink?’ 



8.
Requesting to pay 

1) offering  4) suggesting something  7) complaining  

2) refusing help  5) accepting advice  8) requesting to pay 

3) appreciating help  6) explaining how to do something  

d) 
‘I'd like the bill, please.’ 



5.
Accepting advice

1) offering  4) suggesting something  7) complaining  

2) refusing help  5) accepting advice  8) requesting to pay 

3) appreciating help  6) explaining how to do something  

e) 
‘That's a good idea! 
Thanks.’  



7.
Complaining

1) offering  4) suggesting something  7) complaining  

2) refusing help  5) accepting advice  8) requesting to pay 

3) appreciating help  6) explaining how to do something  

f) 
‘Could you please turn 
down the volume? 
It's 11 o'clock already.’      
 



2.
Refusing to help

1) offering  4) suggesting something  7) complaining  

2) refusing help  5) accepting advice  8) requesting to pay 

3) appreciating help  6) explaining how to do something  

g) 
‘I'm afraid, I must go now. 
I can give you a hand later.’ 
 



4.
Suggesting something

1) offering  4) suggesting something  7) complaining  

2) refusing help  5) accepting advice  8) requesting to pay 

3) appreciating help  6) explaining how to do something  

h) 
‘Do you fancy going to a 
café this afternoon?’ 



Now think of a polite 
sentence for each 
function.    



Asking for permission 
to use somebody's 
phone. 



‘May I use your phone?’
Or
‘Can I use your phone?’  



Accept an invitation.  



‘That's very kind of you, 
I'm going to be there.’  



Refuse an invitation for 
tomorrow.  



‘That's very kind of you, 
but I can’t go 
tomorrow.’  



Complain about the 
Internet in your hotel 
room.   



‘I'd like to complain 
about the Internet 
connection in my 
room.’  



Ask for advice on a 
health problem.  



‘Do you think I should 
see a doctor?’ 
or 
‘What shall I do?’  



Asking for information 
about train departure 
times to Oxford. 



‘Could you tell me 
when the next train to 
Oxford leaves?’  



Giving advice on going 
out.  



‘Why don't you go to a 
pub this evening?’  



Complaining in a 
restaurant. 



‘Excuse me. 
Could we get another table, 
please? 
This one is too close to the 
toilet.’  



Respond quickly.

Look at these situations 
I'm going to show you for 
10 seconds each.
Read and follow the 
instructions. 

Situations 



React to the situation 

Example: 

Find out about the uses of 
the London City Card 
you've just bought. 

‘Could you tell me what I 
can use the London City 
Card for?’ 



React to the situation 

‘Excuse me. 
Can you help me please?
I’m looking for the X-ray 
department.’ 

1. 
You are in a hospital and 
are looking for the X-ray 
department. 
Stop a nurse in the corridor 
and ask for directions.



2.
You have had a drink at a 
café. 
You are in a hurry to leave.
Ask the waiter for the bill. 

React to the situation 

‘Excuse me. 
I’d like to pay, but I’m in a 
hurry. 
Can I get the bill quickly, 
please?’



React to the situation 

Hi, Peter. 
Can’t wait to get to the 
birthday party. 
Have you bought a present 
for Sam? 

3.
You meet up with a friend 
to go to a birthday party. 
Greet him/her and ask if 
s/he has brought a 
present.



React to the situation 

‘What about going to that 
new Italian restaurant this 
evening?’  

4.
You are planning a night 
out with a friend. You want 
to go to a restaurant for a 
meal.



React to the situation 

5.
You are in a supermarket. 
You need to buy some 
butter but you can't find 
any. Ask the shop 
assistant for help.

‘Excuse me. 
Can you tell me where I can 
find some butter, please?’ 



‘Excuse me. 
Can I use Wifi connection 
here?’ 

React to the situation 

6.
You are at the reception 
desk of your hotel. You 
want to send an email to 
your boss. Find out about 
the wifi connection. 



 
‘Why don’t you travel to 
Greece this summer?’ 

7.
Your friend is trying to 
decide where to go on 
holiday. Suggest Greece. 

React to the situation 



React to the situation 

8.
You don't know what to do 
this evening. 
Ask the hotel receptionist if 
they have any suggestions. 

‘Could you tell me where I 
shall go out this evening?’ 



9.
You are in a restaurant. The 
waiter has brought the 
wrong dish 
(you wanted fish). 
Complain.

React to the situation 

‘I’m sorry to say this, but I 
ordered fish, and this is 
pork. 
Can I get my original order, 
please?’



React to the situation 

‘My camera has been 
stolen. Can you help me 
where I can report this?’ 

10.
You are a tourist and you 
want to report the loss or 
theft of your camera at the 
police station.  



This is the end 
of Part 2 

For more practice, please 
start Situations Part 3 as 
soon as you have another 
20 minutes. 
Until then, study the 
handout, write in the 
missing sentences and 
practise. 

See you again in
Part 3. 


